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Abstract

Data is the input for various arti_cial intelligence (AI) algorithms to mine valuable features, 

yet data in Internet is scattered everywhere and controlled by different stakeholders who 

cannot believe in each other, and usage of the data in complex cyberspace is dif_cult to 

authorize or to validate. As a result, it is very dif_cult to enable data sharing in cyberspace for 

the real big data, as well as a real powerful AI. In this paper, we propose the SecNet, an 

architecture that can enable secure data storing, computing, and sharing in the large-scale 

Internet environment, aiming at a more secure cyberspace with real big data and thus 

enhanced AI with plenty of data source, by integrating three key components: 1) blockchain-

based data sharing with ownership guarantee, which enables trusted data sharing in the large-

scale environment to form real big data; 2) AI-based secure computing platform to produce 

more intelligent security rules, which helps to construct a more trusted cyberspace; 3) trusted 

value-exchange mechanism for purchasing security service, providing a way for participants 

to gain economic rewards when giving out their data or service, which promotes the data 

sharing and thus achieves better performance of AI. Moreover, we discuss the typical use 

scenario of SecNet as well as its potentially alternative way to deploy, as well as analyze its 

effectiveness from the aspect of network security and economic revenue. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

An increasing amount of personal 

data, including location information, 

web-searching behavior, user calls, user 

preference, is being silently collected by 

the built-in sensors inside the products 

from those big companies, which brings 

in huge risk on privacy leakage of data 

owners. Moreover, the usage of those 

data is out of control of their owners, 

since currently there is not a reliable way 

to record how the data is used and by 

who, and thus has little methods to trace 

or punish the violators who abuse those 

data [8]. That is, lack of ability to 

effectively manage data makes it very 

difficult for an individual to control the 

potential risks associated with the 

collected data  In cyber world everything 

is dependent on data and all Artificial 

Intelligence algorithms discover 

knowledge from past data only, for 

example in online shopping application 

users review data is very important for 

new comers to take decision on which 

product to purchase or not to purchase, 

we can take many examples like health 

care to know good hospitals or education 

institutions etc. Not all cyber data can be 

made publicly available such as Patient 

Health Data which contains patient 

disease details and contact information 

and if such data available publicly then 

there is no security for that patient data. 

Now a days all service providers such as 

online social networks or cloud storage 
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will store some type of users data and 

they can sale that data to other 

organization for their own benefits and 

user has no control on his data as that 

data is saved on third party servers. 

To overcome from above issue author has 

describe concept called Private Data 

Centres (PDC) with Blockchain and AI 

technique to provide security to user’s 

data. In this technique 3 functions will 

work which describe below 

Blockchain: Blockchain-based data 

sharing withownership guarantee, which 

enables trusted data sharing in the large-

scale environment to form real big data. 

In this technique users can define access 

control which means which user has 

permission to access data and which 

user cannot access data and Blockchain 

object will be generate on that access 

data and allow only those users to access 

data which has permissions. In 

Blockchain object user will 

add/subscribe share data and give 

permission. 

Artificial Intelligence: AI-based secure 

computing platform to produce more 

intelligent security rules, which helps to 

constructa more trusted cyberspace. AI 

work similar to human brain and 

responsible to execute logic to check 

whether requesting user has permission 

to access shared data. If access is 

available then AI allow Blockchain to 

display share data otherwise ignore 

request. 

Rewards: In this technique all users who 

is sharing the data will earn rewards point 

upon any user access his data. trusted 

value-exchange mechanism for 

purchasing security service, providinga 

way for participants to gain economic 

rewards when giving out their data or 

service, which promotes thedata sharing 

and thus achieves better performance of 

AI 

1) Patients: Patients first create his 

profile with all disease details and then 

select desired hospital with whom he 

wishes to share/subscribe data. While 

creating profile application will create 

Blockchain object with allowable 

permission and it will allow only those 

hospitals to access data. 

Patient Login: Patient can login to 

application with his profile id and check 

total rewards he earned from sharing 

data. 

2) Hospital: Hospital1 and 

Hospital2 are using in this application as 

two organizations with whom patient 

can share data. At a time any hospital 

can login to application and then enter 

search string as disease name. 

AI algorithm will take input disease 

string and then perform search operation 

on all patients to get similar disease 

patients and then check whether this 

hospital has permission to access that 

patient data or not, if hospital has access 

permission then it will display those 

patients records to that hospital. 

Securing Data With Blockchain and AI 

In cyber world everything is dependent 

on data and all Artificial Intelligence 

algorithms discover knowledge from past 

data only, for example in online shopping 

application users review data is very 

important for new comers to take 

decision on which product to purchase or 

not to purchase, we can take many 

examples like health care to know good 

hospitals or education institutions etc. 

Not all cyber data can be made publicly 
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available such as Patient Health Data 

which contains patient disease details and 

contact information and if such data 

available publicly then there is no 

security for that patient data. 

Now a day’s all service providers 

such as online social networks or cloud 

storage will store some type of users data 

and they can sale that data to other 

organization for their own benefits and 

user has no control on his data as that 

data is saved on third party servers. 

To overcome from above issue 

author has describe concept called 

Private Data Centres (PDC) with 

Blockchain and AI technique to provide 

security to user’s data. In this technique 3 

functions will work which describe 

below 

1) Blockchain: Blockchain-based 

data sharing withownership guarantee, 

which enables trusted data sharing in the 

large-scale environment to form real big 

data. In this technique users can define 

access control which means which user 

has permission to access data and which 

user cannot access data and Blockchain 

object will be generate on that access 

data and allow only those users to access 

data which has permissions. In 

Blockchain object user will add/subscribe 

share data and give permission. 

2) Artificial Intelligence: AI-based 

secure computing platform to produce 

more intelligent security rules, which 

helps to constructa more trusted 

cyberspace. AI work similar to human 

brain and responsible to execute logic to 

check whether requesting user has 

permission to access shared data. If 

access is available then AI allow 

Blockchain to display share data 

otherwise ignore request. 

3) Rewards: In this technique all 

users who is sharing the data will earn 

rewards point upon any user access his 

data. trusted value-exchange mechanism 

for purchasing security service, 

providinga way for participants to gain 

economic rewards when giving out their 

data or service, which promotes thedata 

sharing and thus achieves better 

performance of AI. 

To implement this paper author has taken 

medical data sharing example   

II. LITREATURE SURVEY 

1. Hyper connected network:  A 

decentralized trusted computing and 

networking paradigm 

With the development of the Internet of 

Things, a complex CPS system has 

emerged and is becoming a promising 

information infrastructure. In the CPS 

system, the loss of control over user data 

has become a very serious challenge, 

making it difficult to protect privacy, 

boost innovation, and guarantee data 

sovereignty. In this article, we propose 

HyperNet, a novel decentralized trusted 

computing and networking paradigm, to 

meet the challenge of loss of control over 

data. HyperNet is composed of the 

intelligent PDC, which is considered as 

the digital clone of a human individual; 

the decentralized trusted connection 

between any entities based on blockchain 

as well as smart contract; and the UDI 

platform, enabling secure digital object 

management and an identifier-driven 

routing mechanism. HyperNet has the 

capability of protecting data sovereignty, 

and has the potential to transform the 
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current communication-based 

information system to the future data-

oriented information society. 

2. Lightweight RFID protocol for 

medical privacy protection in IoT 

Abstract: 

Traditional medical privacy data are at a 

serious risk of disclosure, and many 

related cases have occurred over the 

years. For example, personal medical 

privacy data can be easily leaked to 

insurance an company, which not only 

compromise the privacy of individuals, 

but also hinders the healthy development 

of the medical industry. With the 

continuous improvement of cloud 

computing and big data technologies, the 

Internet of Things technology has been 

rapidly developed. Radio frequency 

identification (RFID) is one of the core 

technologies of the Internet of Things. 

The application of the RFID system to 

the medical system can effectively solve 

this problem of medical privacy. RFID 

tags in the system can collect useful 

information and conduct data exchange 

and processing with a back-end server 

through the reader. The whole process of 

information interaction is mainly in the 

form of ciphertext. In the context of the 

Internet of Things, the paper presents a 

lightweight RFID medical privacy 

protection scheme. The scheme ensures 

security privacy of the collected data via 

secure authentication. The security 

analysis and evaluation of the scheme 

indicate that the protocol can effectively 

prevent the risk of medical privacy data 

being easily leaked. 

 

 

3. Amber: Decoupling user data from 

Web applications 

User-generated content is becoming 

increasingly common on the Web, but 

current web applications isolate their 

users’ data, enabling only restricted 

sharing and cross-service integration. We 

believe users should be able to share their 

data seamlessly between their 

applications and with other users. To that 

end, we propose Amber, an architecture 

that decouples users’ data from 

applications, while providing applications 

with powerful global queries to find user 

data. We demonstrate how multi-user 

applications, such as e-mail, can use 

these global queries to efficiently collect 

and monitor relevant data created by 

other users. Amber puts users in control 

of which applications they use with their 

data and with whom it is shared, and 

enables a new class of applications by 

removing the artificial partitioning of 

users’ data by application. 

4. Enhancing selectivity in big data 

Abstract: 

Today's companies collect immense 

amounts of personal data and enable wide 

access to it within the company. This 

exposes the data to external hackers and 

privacy-transgressing employees. This 

study shows that, for a wide and 

important class of workloads, only a 

fraction of the data is needed to approach 

state-of-the-art accuracy. We propose 

selective data systems that are designed 

to pinpoint the data that is valuable for a 

company's current and evolving 

workloads. These systems limit data 

exposure by setting aside the data that is 

not truly valuable. 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

   Patients: Patients first create his 

profile with all disease details and then 

select desired hospital with whom he 

wishes to share/subscribe data. While 

creating profile application will create 

Blockchain object with allowable 

permission and it will allow only those 

hospitals to access data. 

Patient Login: Patient can login to 

application with his profile id and check 

total rewards he earned from sharing 

data. 

Hospital: Hospital1 and Hospital2 are 

using in this application as two 

organizations with whom patient can 

share data. At a time any hospital can 

login to application and then enter search 

string as disease name. 

AI algorithm will take input disease 

string and then perform search operation 

on all patients to get similar disease 

patients and then check whether this 

hospital has permission to access that 

patient data or not, if hospital has access 

permission then it will display those 

patients records to that hospital. 

Below is the code example to create 

Block chain object with patient data 

blockchain = Blockchain() //creating 

block chain object 

x =  '{"Patient_id":"'+str(count)+'", 

"patient_name":"'+name+'", 

"age":"'+age+'", 

"problem_desc":"'+problem+'", 

"profile_date":"'+str(current_time)+'", 

"access_data":"'+str(access)+'","gender":

"'+gender+'"}' //creating access with 

input data  

blockchain.add_new_transaction(json.loa

ds(x)) //adding transaction to blockchain 

hash = blockchain.mine()//mining 

transaction to generate hash value 

In above code see comment to understand  

Screen shots 

First create database in MYSQL by 

copying content from ‘DB.txt’ file and 

paste in MYSQL.  

In settings file change port no from 3308 

to 3306 and in ‘views.py’ file also change 

port no to 3306 

IV. RESULTS ANALYSIS 

Deploy code on DJANOGO and start 

server and run in browser to get below 

screen 

 
In above screen click on ‘New Patient 

Register Here’ link to get below screen 

 
In above screen I am adding patient 

disease details and selecting ‘Hospital1’ 

to share my data and if you want to share 

with two hospitals then hold ‘CTRL’ key 

and select both hospitals to give 

permission. Now press ‘Create’ button to 

create profile 
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In above screen one patient is created 

with patient ID 1 and now Hospital 1 can 

login and search and access this patient 

data as patient has given permission to 

Hospital1 

 
 

In above screen to login as Hospital1 

click on ‘Hospital’ link to get above 

screen. Use ‘Hospital1’ as username and 

‘Hospital1’ as password to login as 

Hospital1 and use Hospital2 to login as 

Hospital2. After login will get below 

screen 

 
In above screen click on ‘Access Patient 

Share Data’ link to search for patient 

details 

 
In above screen I want to search for all 

patients who are suffering from ‘pain’ 

and then click on ‘Access data’ button to 

get below screen 

 
In above screen Hospital1 getting details 

of patient and Hospital2 not having 

permission so it will not get details. To 

see this logout and login as ‘Hospital2’ 

 
Now click on ‘Access Patient Share 

Data’ link and search for same pain 

disease 
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For above query will get below result 

 
In above screen no patient details are 

showing as Hospital2 not having 

permission. So block chain allow only 

those users to access data who has 

permission. Now logout and login as 

patient by entering patient id in below 

screen 

 
 

After login will get below details for 

patient 1 

 

 
In above screen we can see patient all 

details and hash code generated by block 

chain and in last column we can see 

patient reward revenue as 0.5 and it will 

get update upon every access from 

hospital user. 

 

V. CONCLUSION 

In order to leverage AI and 

blockchain to fifit the problem  of 

abusing data, as well as empower AI with 

the help of blockchain for trusted data 

management in trust-less environment, 

we propose the SecNet, which is a new 

networking paradigm focusing on secure 

data storing, sharing and computing 

instead of communicating. SecNet 

provides data ownership guaranteeing 

with the help of blockchain technologies, 

and AI-based secure computing platform 

as well as blockchain-based incentive 

mechanism, offering paradigm and 

incentives for data merging and more 

powerful AI to fifinally achieve better 

network security. Moreover, we discuss 

the typical use scenario of SecNet in 

medical care system, and gives 

alternative ways for employing the 

storage function of SecNet. Furthermore, 

we evaluate its improvement on network 

vulnerability when countering DDoS 

attacks, and analyze the inventive aspect 
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on encouraging users to share security 

rules for a more secure network.  
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